Providing Insight into the Relationship Between Constructed Response Questions and Multiple Choice Questions in Introduction to Computer Programming Courses
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Abstract—This Research-to-Practice Work in Progress (WIP) investigates the format of student assessment questions. In particular, the focus is on the relationship between student performance on open-ended, constructed-response questions (CRQs) versus close-ended, multiple-choice-response questions (MCQs) in first-year introductory programming courses. We introduce a study to evaluate whether these different response formats return distinct or comparable results. In order to assess this, we compare and correlate student scores on each question type. Our focus is on assessments (exams and tests) in first-year classes. The paper investigates two first-year programming courses with a total of seven sections and approximately 180 combined students. The subject of the sequential set of courses is the procedural C programming language. Based on extant studies comparing student performance on MCQs to their performance on open-ended questions, we investigate whether MCQ scores predict CRQ scores. Preliminary results on the comparison between student performance on these two question formats are presented to assess whether MCQs produce similar results as CRQs, or whether MCQs yield unique contributions. Possible avenues for future work are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This Research-to-Practice Work in Progress (WIP) presents the design and first results of an ongoing study investigating the question of whether multiple choice questions (MCQs) lead to similar results compared to open-ended constructed response questions (CRQs). The study focuses on introductory computer science classes (introduction to programming and object oriented programming).

For the purposes of this study, MCQs are student assessments based on singular, close-response option questions. The format of these MCQs includes a range in the number of response options from two to four or more responses and distractors. In contrast, CRQs, as defined by Keuchler and Simkin, are “questions [that] require respondents to create their own answers” [1]. CRQs are also known as written questions or open-ended questions. In particular, for this work, the CRQs are primarily questions that require students to create their own computer program to solve a problem, to de-bug a program, fix syntax, or complete a partial program. The MCQs are relatively comparable to these open-ended questions in content but are notably distinct in format. For example, a MCQ asks students to select one among possible options for a correct line of syntax, whereas a comparable CRQ asks students to find and fix a similar syntax error.

This study compares student performance on these distinctly formatted questions in order to examine whether the open-ended response format provides unique assessment relative to the close-ended response format. The MCQ response format is more efficient for students to complete, and for instructors to grade. Thus, the typical justification for the more labor-intensive, CRQ response format is that these questions provide the students a different form of assessment that yields unique results.

However, this widely held assumption has received limited direct empirical investigation, and the validity of this assumption has implications for teaching best practices. If students indeed perform distinctly on CRQs, relative to MCQs, then there is some support for the need to provide this more labor-intensive assessment format. If instead the students perform similarly on CRQs and MCQs, then questions are raised as to the utility of the more labor-intensive CRQ format and support is garnered for instructor investment in creating high-quality MCQs, which is more labor intensive during the preparation stage.

II. PRIOR WORKS

There is a long history of interest in educational studies as to whether assessment methods affect student outcomes. For example, more than 20 years prior, Scouller examined the relationship of a MCQ examination to an assignment essay [2]. This early study evidenced that, in comparison to the deep learning evidenced in essays, students evidenced more surface learning in MCQ assessment formats. However, more
contemporary research instead finds that MCQ examinations are capable of producing desirable student outcomes, and additionally that – when well-constructed, MCQs are preferable due to their: (a) relative efficiency in student completion and instructor grading, (b) objectivity and reliability in evaluating all students the same regardless of instructor fatigue and other grading idiosyncrasies, and (c) accuracy in discriminating high-performing students from low-performing students [3-12].

Indeed, in response to the misperception that MCQs necessarily assess low-order cognitive skills, Sim & Rasiah state: “Concerns have been voiced that most MCQs tend to measure factual recall and recognition of isolated facts. But if carefully constructed, MCQs (especially one-best-answer-type) may also assess higher-order thinking skills.” [5]. Additionally, Nicol found the MCQs can enhance learning by providing students with greater learning autonomy generated from quicker feedback [7]. Moreover, more than simply relative substitutes, MCQs have been found to be better than open-ended questions in assessing higher-order cognitive skills [8], such as comprehension and application in Bloom’s taxonomy [13], deeming open-ended questions to be inferior due to their greater resource burdens and lack of reliability [8].

However, most these studies were in disciplines other than engineering, and thus the majority of the open-ended response formats focus on essays or case study analyses, which are often not relevant or readily applicable to engineering content. Yet, in a more closely related discipline of chemical engineering, Case & Fraser found that MCQs were an effective assessment of an intervention designed to improve students’ concrete thinking ability [14]. Additionally, Sorensen found that results from online MCQ assessments was predictive of summative end-of-semester assessment, and that students preferred the e-learning format of the MCQs [15]. With even greater applicability, several papers from IEEE and FIE also evidence the utility of MCQs and their relative benefit to other formats [16-18].

For example, in a study comparing MCQ formats to descriptive examinations, Brown made the following five observations: (1) “Examinations using multi-choice questions can be automatically graded in a fraction of the time and cost of manually grading descriptive question; (2) Multiple-choice questions are very much more difficult to write than descriptive questions; (3) Written properly, multiple-choice examinations correlate strongly with assessments by descriptive assessments; (4) For students numbering more than 30 or for ongoing automated assessment multi-choice assessments are highly advantageous if not essential; (5) There is a strong correlation between MCQ examinations and the more traditional descriptive examinations.” [16].

Yet, Ventouras et al. found that the utility of MCQs is highly dependent on the formulation of quality distractors, as low-quality response options increased the probability of students answering correctly by chance [19]. While MCQ assessments inherently have a degree of guesswork that can uncertainly improve student performance relative to their actual ability [20], eliminating low-quality distractors has been found to increase the accuracy of MCQs to assess student comprehension [21].

Moreover, Simkin & Keuchler investigated MCQs versus CRQs on assessments that were specifically designed for computer programming classes and hypothesized that MCQs are fair in evaluating student understanding of course concepts [22]. In a similar study, Mbonigaba & Oumar investigate how MCQs and CRQs match relative to student cognitive ability in an Introduction to Management Sciences course [23]. Vasan et al. looks at the relationship of these assessment methods in an Anatomy course [24].

The implication of this theory of the relative utility of MCQs is that the time-intensive component of CRQs may be inefficient in assessing student understanding. If MCQs are comparably accurate but considerably more efficient in measuring student understanding, then MCQs would be preferable in most cases, due to the consistency of their objectivity and time efficiency for student completion and for instructor grading. However, this theory remains understudied, especially within engineering, and Simkin & Keuchler call for others to investigate this hypothesis in college-level classes, such as programming [22].

Informed by these prior works, this paper aims to add more data to the field and respond to the call for others to continue to reveal insights into this area, specifically in Introduction to Programming courses [22]. We here respond to this call with an empirical study constructed by an interdisciplinary team. Collectively, our disciplines represent engineering, computer science, engineering education, and sociology. We thus integrate social science theories on learning and data collection techniques on human subjects with techniques of engineering education, along with the content expertise of computer science.

Our work contributes to the field by further empirically investigating the comparison between student performance on MCQs and CRQs in programming courses. Analysis of open-ended problems has a robust and significant place in engineering education history and recent work. From design studies, for instance, analysis of open-ended problems is the norm [25]. Frameworks of open-ended analysis in education and engineering education span across teamwork and collaborative research [26, 27], to work on capstone design courses [28]. A key thread through these lines of work is the establishment of new ways of understanding student learning and development; and yet attention to MCQs online as an innovative assessment of student learning is underdeveloped.

III. METHODS

This work investigates student MCQ score and CRQ scores in first-year computer programming courses. The courses include Introduction to Programming and a first-year Object-Oriented Programming with a total of seven sections and approximately 180 students. Sections are defined as unique meeting times of the course, each with a unique roster, and sometimes with different instructors. Each section had between two and four total assessments (exams or tests); where tests are just like exams, but with fewer total questions. Each assessment had between 4 and 30 MCQs and 1-5 CRQs. The MCQs were a combination of two-response options (e.g. true-false questions) and single-selection from four-or-more response options.
including terminology selection and code analysis. The CRQs had multiple subparts to the questions that consist of programming problems. These CRQs evaluate proper programming style, identifying and fixing both syntax and logical errors in the code, completing a partially-written code, and creating a code from scratch to solve a simple problem. This resulted in nearly 400 total data points comparing MCQ scores to CRQ scores, where each data point is a single assessment attempt, containing both MCQs and CRQs. For each Assessment, the MCQs and CRQs covered the same topics.

Assessments were designed mostly independently by three different instructors across these courses. For all the assessments, the MCQ part was closed-book, while the CRQ part was open-book. Some of the MCQs were hand-written, while others were completed online with no back-tracking and with random answer order. The CRQs were delivered online and students used an integrated development environment (IDE) for creating a computer program. Pearson $r$ correlation coefficients are computed to assess the strength of the relationship between MCQ and CRQ results.

IV. RESULTS

Fig. 1a plots all of the assessment results for three different data sets. Each data point plots a single student’s score for a single assessment located at the MCQ score and the CRQ score. For example, if a single class had three assessments, then each individual student has three data points, one for each assessment. Fig 1b is a two-dimensional histogram, plotting the frequency of the data points for a small range of percent correct for CRQ and MCQs. Fig 1b is another way to represent the same data in Fig. 1a, and all of the data from Fig 1 comes from three different datasets that are plotted individually in Fig. 2, and are described below. Collectively, all of the data has a correlation coefficient of 0.55 between the MCQs and the CRQs, indicating a relationship. These results are somewhat similar to results in Simkin & Keuchler’s Fig. 3 [1].

A. Dataset A

Dataset A (Fig. 2a) is collected from three sections taught by Instructor I. It includes two different courses, Introduction to Programming and Object Oriented Programming (OOP). The Introduction to Programming data come from two different semesters of data, where one semester has two assessments (a midterm and a final exam). For the midterm exam there were four MCQs, and the final had 18. The data from the other semester comes from three assessments with 8, 10, and 10 MCQs. The data from the OOP class comes from one assessment which has 24 MCQs. The assessments in this dataset had between 2-5 CRQs. The correlation coefficient of the entire Dataset A is 0.45, a moderately high relationship.

B. Dataset B

Dataset B (Fig. 2b) is collected from three sections taught by Instructor J. It also includes two different courses, Introduction to Programming and OOP. The Introduction to Programming data come from two different semesters of data, where one semester has two assessments (a midterm and a final exam). For the midterm exam there were four MCQs, and the final had 18. The data from the other semester comes from three assessments with 8, 10, and 10 MCQs. The data from the OOP class comes from one assessment which has 24 MCQs. The assessments in this dataset had between 2-3 CRQs. The correlation coefficient of the entire Dataset B is 0.50, a moderately high relationship.

C. Dataset C

Dataset C (Fig. 2c) is collected from two sections in the same semester of an Intro course taught by Instructor K, having a total of four assessments (three midterm and one final exam). The assessments had 24, 32, 32, and 32 total MCQs. The MCQs were the same question for each section with random order and random answer order as well. The CRQs for the assessments were 90% similar between each section. The assessments had 2-3 CRQs. Instructor J and K worked closely when preparing the MCQs and CRQs for the Introduction to Programming course and used course notes from Instructor I. Dataset C has a correlation coefficient of 0.75, which is the strongest relationship of all 3.

D. Effect of number of MCQs

Fig. 3 plots the correlation coefficient between MCQs and CRQs ($\rho_{MCQ}$) for each individual assessment as a function of the number of MCQs on that assessment. Fig. 3 shows that there is a positive relationship between the number of MCQs and the correlation for both the A and C data together. However, the
correlation coefficient between $\rho_{MC}$ and the number of MCQs ($\rho_{D,N}$) for all three datasets combined is 0.425, not very strong. However, in considering each dataset individually, the correlation coefficient between $\rho_{MC}$ and $\rho_{D,N}$ is 0.638 for dataset A, –0.734 for dataset B, and 0.759 for dataset C. This suggests that for both datasets A and C, a greater number of MCQs yields a stronger correlation between the results of MCQs and CRQs. However, for dataset B, the opposite was the case. More investigation is needed to determine the reasons for this disparity across instructors.

V. DISCUSSION

The results of this study show that: (a) there is a correlation between MCQs and CRQs, and (b) that there is variation across instructors in the strength of this correlation. More work is necessary to investigate why the variation exists. One reason is the number of MCQs (as shown in Fig. 3), as well as content. Other factors can include teaching style of each instructor (for example, instructors may differ in the extent to which they review examples for each type of question), differences between closed and open-book formats, or variations in instructor MCQ distractor quality. Additionally, difficulty of course content can be a factor, since datasets span two different classes. However, the difference in correlation $\rho_{MC}$ is not that significant with

Introduction to programing, $\rho_{MC} = 0.54$, and Object Oriented Programming, $\rho_{MC} = 0.56$. Of particular importance is performing an item analysis of each question.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, this study compares CRQ and MCQ results in order to examine their relationship in assessing student performance. As this WIP continues, so will the range of analyses employed in order to validate the reliability of these results. Future work is needed to further investigate the differences between each dataset, which includes investigating potential effects of teaching styles, content and approach of both MCQs and CRQs, and ranges of students ability within each dataset. D. Clark’s study of types of MCQs will be used to help classify each question type and study their effect on final score outcomes [21]. We are also developing a biserial (item analysis) model for the express purpose of gleaning determinant and discriminatory factors from the ranges of questions asked (both on open ended and discrete ends) [29]. With these additional analyses, this WIP will contribute to better understanding student assessment tools, including the relevance of CRQs relative to MCQs. Considering the labor-intensity of CRQs, both for students and instructors, better understanding their relative merits will advance engineering education and its scholarship.
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